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            Services
          
          


            
              
                
                  Offering

                  	
                       Mobile Application Development
                    
	
                       Web Application Development
                    
	
                       Frontend Application Development
                    
	
                      Microsoft Development
                    
	
                      Java Development
                    
	
                      PowerBi Development
                    
	
                       Digital Marketing
                    


                

                
                  INDUSTRY

                  	
                      Logistic
                    
	
                      Construction
                    
	
                      Healthcare
                    
	
                      Fintech
                    
	
                      Education / eLearning
                    
	
                      Media
                    
	
                      Retail
                    
	
                      Travel & Hospitality
                      
                    


                

                
                  TRENDING SERVICES

                  	
                      Cloud & Devops
                    
	
                      IoT
                    
	
                      AI/ML
                    
	
                      RPA Development
                    
	
                      Chatbot
                    
	
                      Blockchain
                    


                


                
                   SERVICES MODELS

                  	
                       Consulting Services
                    
	
                       Cloud Integration
                    
	
                       Quality Assurance
                    
	
                      Product Prototyping
                    
	
                      
                        Let's Talk 
                    


                

              

            

            


          

        
	
          
            HIRE DEVELOPERS
          
          
            
              
                
                  HIRE MOBILE DEVELOPERS

                  	
                      Remote Android Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Ios Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Ipad Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Flutter Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Reactjs Developer
                    


                

                
                  Remote Microsoft DEVELOPER

                  	
                      Remote Asp.net Developer
                    
	
                      Remote C# Developer
                    
	
                      Remote PowerBi Developer
                    
	
                      Remote SharePoint Developer
                    


                




                
                  HIRE FRONTEND DEVELOPERS

                  	
                      Remote AngularJs Developer
                    
	
                      Remote ReactJs Developer
                    
	
                      Remote ViewJs Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Knockout.js Developer
                    


                


                
                  Remote Trending Technology DEVELOPER

                  	
                      Remote RPA Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Blockchain Developer
                    
	
                      Remote AI/ML Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Devops Developer
                    


                


                

                  Remote WEB Developer

                  	
                      Remote Python Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Django Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Php Developer
                    
	
                      Remote NodeJs Developer
                    
	
                      Remote CodeIgniter(CI) Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Laravel Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Yii Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Zend Developer
                    
	
                      Remote Symfony Developer
                    


                



                
                  Remote CROSS-PLATFORM DEVELOPERS

                  	
                      Remote xamarin developer
                    
	
                      Remote Ionic developer
                    


                

                
                  Remote Data base DEVELOPER

                  	
                      Remote Sql developer
                    
	
                      Remote MySql developer
                    
	
                       Remote Postgresql developer
                    
	
                       Remote MongoDb developer
                    
	
                       Remote Sqlite developer
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	 Attendance Solutions 
	  Booking Engine
	 RFID Solution 
	  Tracking Solution 
	  Smart Tv Soution 
	  Restaurant Solution 
	  Construction Solution 
	  Property Management Solution
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                     Top Mobile App 

                        Development Company
                     

                     Hire professionals to drive your idea into the future with iOS and Android apps development.

                     Explore 
                  

               

            

            
               
               
                  
                      Web 

                        Development Company
                     

                     StackMindz web developers bring your unique vision to life with a well-think web app.

                     Explore 
                  

               

            

            
               
               
                  
                       AI/ML Solutions  

                        For Enterprise
                     

                     Unleash the power of data and optimize insights 
 through AI / ML solutions designed by our
                        professionals.
                     

                     Explore 
                  

               

            

            
               
               
                  
                      Solutions 

                        For Enterprise Mobile App
                     

                     Enhance client satisfaction and employee productivity 
 by creating Modern enterprise mobile
                        solutions with us.
                     

                     Explore 
                  

               

            

            
               
               
                  
                      Solution 

                        For Real EState & Road
                     

                     Digitalizing the Real Estate and Roads Industry 
 by developing astounding digital solutions.

                     Explore 
                  

               

            

            
               
               
                  
                     Mobile App Solution 
For Logistic & Freight 
Forwarding
                     

                     With well-versed Logistics & Freight software,
 we build the pulse of your business.

                     Explore 
                  

               

            

                 

         
            
               
                  Welcome To Stackmindz

                  
                  
                  
                  
               
            

         

      


      

      
      
      
      
      
      

      

      



      
         
            Empowering Brands & Start-ups Digitally to Grow at a Fast pace
                
            

            StackMindz gives clients access to a team of experts that can provide agile development of applications and websites for startups and enterprises with Scalability, Speed & Security. We help you reach your business objectives through innovative & user-oriented solutions with the highest quality and customer service levels.

         

      
      
      
      
         
            
               
                  
                     
                        About Us

                     

                      The most promising offshore software development and IT consulting company. 
                     

                     

                     Stackmindz is a digital transformation, enterprise software, and IT consulting company. We help organizations embrace the digital revolution and realize their business goals. Our services include digital strategy and transformation, enterprise software and IT consulting, data analytics, and cloud solutions. Everything from mobile app development to blockchain and the Internet of Things combination to strategic and technological consulting is available here.

                     We work with new yet secure technologies that blend with creative ideas to design your
                        business. Improve your business processes and leverage technology with us. Applications are
                        tailored to the user-specific requirements.
                     

                     
                        About Us
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 Delivered
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          There are several leading industries and enterprises included in our
            client's list. Till now, we are having 120+ companies, and more than
            4000 satisfied clients. We are not only handling the clients at the
            national level but also globally here are several satisfied customers
            who have availed our development services.
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                     Our Key Feature
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                        AI-Driven Mobile/Web App Development

                        You can push your business forward with our AI-integrated mobile and web app development. The latest artificial intelligence technology will help you create a better customer experience, whatever your industry.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        IOT Based Mobile/Web app development

                        Stackmindz provides corporate and consumer Internet of Things apps to support smart efforts in various sectors, including security, home automation, and industrial IoT, which may improve company operations and change people's lives.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Blockchain Technology

                        Blockchain technology is disrupting every industry and revolutionising how we do business. Build your dream app in the blockchain era from the ground up with our experienced team of blockchain developers.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Microsoft Technologies

                        Microsoft Technologies is the fastest-growing development platform on the market. Get ahead of the curve by building your company with this cutting-edge technology. Our experts will help you do it all—from Microsoft Azure to Windows 11 and much more.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Java Technology

                        No matter the industry, you need apps. With Java technology, let us help you create and deploy a successful mobile experience for your clients and
                           customers. When you work with us, you'll get an app that's both robust and reliable.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        PowerBi and Data Warehousing

                        With experts throughout the full Microsoft Stack, StackMindz has the necessary expertise to get data into your instance of Power BI. Our Team will collaborate with you to determine your reporting needs and build them so that you will get the information you desire.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        RPA(Robotics) Development

                        Stackmindz, a leading Robotics Process Development company, develops the best smart solutions using robotics process automation, concluding with all your thoughtfulness. With RPA development, we develop solutions that can automate the process.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Hire Expert Consultant

                        Stackmindz is an IT Experts Company; we have consultants in every field to help you get the best results possible. We work with clients globally, so our services are available anywhere. Hire Expert Consultants with Stackmindz today!
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Chatbot development

                        We are the worldwide leaders in Chatbot development, with our Team of over fifty Chatbot developers. We can deliver any Chatbot requirement and help you achieve your business goals. We are a fast, affordable, professional team of Chatbot
                           developers and designers 
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Dedicated development Team

                        Get a dedicated iOS and Android app developer. Our Team of talented engineers with a proven track record will work with you every step of the way. Our dedicated engineers will help you build your mobile app idea into a successful product.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Trending Technologies

                        As the best developers, we keep a vigilant eye on the most popular technologies and boost our technical knowledge in the same. We work along with the leading-edge technologies of the domain.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Robust and Secure Code

                        At Stackmindz, our goal is to create robust and secure code that is easy to maintain and takes into account a lot of different things. We set up your
                           project with the best security practices in place. We also use secure coding practices in the code itself.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Hire Dedicated Developers

                        Hire from the top 2% of developers to build versatile applications to make your business or app stand above in the market. Our software developers and designers are highly skilled and work diligently to ensure the success of your business by creating the most effective, efficient, and user-friendly solution.
                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                        

                        Cloud and devops

                        Providing consultancy and infrastructure services in the areas of DevOps and Cloud computing so that you can build a solid application. Businesses may benefit from using the cloud and DevOps to use safer and more efficient software and hardware.
                        

                     

                  

               

            

         

      
      
      
         
            
               
                  Our Services
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                  Mobile App Development
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                  Front-End Development
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                  Back-End Development
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                  DevOps Solutions
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                  UI/UX & Graphics Design
                  
               

               
                  
                     
                        UI/UX & Graphics Design

                        We transform your ideas into aesthetically pleasing and functional user
                           interfaces. In addition to being a representation of your brand, a
                           well-designed user experience can boost conversion rates for your website or app. Each user interface (UI) is tailor-made to increase sales and attract more clients.
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                        Back-End Development

                        We also offer back-end development services and handle the complicated technical problems of development and security so that you can focus on the business side. Our goal is to help you reach the maximum of your potential and connect with your customers in a way that makes them come back to you again and again.
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                              Power BI

                           


                     

                  

                  
                     
                        Mobile App Development

                        We've redefined mobile app design to create a superior user experience, and as a result, we've become India's leading mobile app development firm. Our Team of skilled mobile app developers has created numerous robust and secure apps for businesses of all sizes.
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                                 iPhone App
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                                 Android App
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                                 Flutter App
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                                 React Native App

                              
                           


                     

                  

                  
                  
                  
                     
                        Front-End Development

                        We have a team of experienced front-end developers who are experts in all the latest and trending JavaScript frameworks like AngularJS and ReactJS. Our developers build beautiful and functional websites/apps that help you get better conversion rates, traffic, and sales.
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                                 AngularJs
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                                 Custom Design

                              
                           


                     

                  

                  
                     
                        DevOps Solutions

                        Every system size can take advantage of our DevOps services, from simple consumer-facing apps to complex enterprise-level software. To assist you in bringing your ideas to life, our team of developers and DevOps experts is standing by to provide a hand.
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                              Kubernets
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               "Today's investment in an experienced team, can be a fortune in the future"

               
                  hire the expert here
               

            

         

      

      
      
         
            
               Our Work

            

            
               
               StackMindz is a reputable app and web development company with experience delivering quality solutions within the given deadlines. We easily develop strategies for startups, small businesses, and corporate companies. Our dedicated Team works passionately to bring innovative ideas and make them a reality.
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                           Secure Messenger App

                           By implementing Blockchain Technology and Decentralisation, Crypviser Secure
                              Messenger lets you to enjoy private video chat & voice calls with automated
                              blockchain encryption.
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                           AI Based Construction Solution

                           Temlin is focusing on usability of the technology since costly systems and ERPs have
                              looted the contractors and have not helped in solving core problems,Minimizing
                              planning vs actual gap,Accurate chainage information to win L1,Minimizing machinery
                              idle time.
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                           Property Management App

                           Buy Property,List Property,Sale Property,Rent Property,Rate and Reviews based on
                              Users and Map 
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                           Laundry Management Solution

                           Order Management, Tagging,Tracking,Scanning Process,Inventory Management,WorkShops
                              Management,Outlets,Loyalty Points,Reports
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                           Vacation Rental

                           EZY Stayz is a new way to see and experience the world by tapping into the vast
                              potential of blockchain technology.where people can list, discover and book unique
                              accommodation properties across the globe
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                           Learning App
                           

                           AI Powered Test Generation, Online Testing with MCQs,Study Material, Robotics and
                              Teachers Solution 
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                           Tokenize Travel Marketplace

                           TRAVEL MARKETPLACE, TOKENIZING THE TRAVEL & HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY,Fintech & Digital
                              Banking,
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                           School App

                           Get access to real-time timetable, Schools bus tracking through mobile app and check
                              exact location of bus with Bus speed, Pay fees online and check past fee receipts,
                              Check homework assigned to your child with relevant attachments, Instant message
                              update on your child’s attendance, Take attendance for assigned class within few
                              seconds
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                  Crypviser 01
                   Temlin
                  02
                  
                  2TiPi03
                   Water
                  Fresh 04
                  
                  Ezystayz05
                   E-alyss
                  06
                  
                  HotelierCoin 07
                  
                  Veraxe08
               

               
            

         

      
      
      
      
      
         Why Choose US

         
            
               
                  
                     
                        We adhere to the Tried and Reliable Development Process:
                     

                     
                        The online space is an ever-changing environment. Because of this, we always keep up to date with the latest technologies and changes in the industry. We don't just follow the latest trends; we help define them. Regarding the Stackmindz development process, we follow the proven and standard development process, ensuring that our clients and their users get exactly what they need.
                     

                     
                        We use the agile software development life-cycle to meet our customer's requirements and deliver a product that performs. This allows our teams to deliver solutions that are flexible and scalable. The agile software development life-cycle is an iterative process involving close collaboration between all team members. This ensures that each part of the project is well-informed and able to respond to
                        any changes.
                     

                      
                     More Details
                     
                     
                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                                 
                              

                              
                                 Certified & Experienced Team
                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 We, as Stackmindz, are a team of passionate people with a flair for technology who are as passionate about building your ideas as you are. We believe in brainstorming new ideas to build better products and a better tomorrow. 
                              

                           

                        

                     

                     
                        
                           
                              
                                 
                              

                              
                                 Work Commitment
                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 The invention does not occur by chance. It's the fruit of persistent effort and dedication. We are dedicated to delivering superior web and mobile solutions to our customers.
                                 Through creative approaches, we aid our customers in accomplishing their business goals.
                              

                           

                        

                     

                     
                        
                           
                              
                                 
                              

                              
                                 Hire Dedicated Team
                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 At Stackmindz, we tailor our Dedicated Teams to the specific needs of your business. This means that this structure can look different depending on your project. Our client is the most important person to us, and our main goal is to create a digital solution for them by putting together the best team.
                              

                           

                        

                     

                     
                        
                           
                              
                                 
                              

                              
                                 Trending Technologies
                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 We are known for our commitment to excellence, quality products, and unmatched customer service to build the next big thing in the technology world. We are creative and always up to date with the latest technological trends. Our passion for innovation and perfection has enabled us to provide quality service. 
                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

               

            

         

      
      
      
         
            
               
                  
                     Work commitment & client satisfaction is our priority !!

                     
                        We deliver apps that set industry standards !!
                     

                     Our products are not just applications but end-to-end solutions based on the latest technologies to help you make the most of your investment.
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            Industries

            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           eCommerce

                        

                        Our eCommerce Apps Development services offer the best of industry-proven expertise coupled with the agility to cater to the changing requirements of our clients.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Travel & Hospitality

                        

                        We help and support travel agents, hospitality providers, and airlines leveraging technology advancement to deliver an extraordinary experience.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Education

                           
                        

                        We provide software development services for eLearning and educational solutions for the education industry.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Healthcare

                           
                        

                        We bring meaningful innovation to healthcare with our business-driven and patient-centric solutions.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Blogging

                           
                        

                        We also offer Custom Blog Design Services that produce beautiful blogs for clients worldwide. We offer everything you need to make your blog successful - from design and maintenance to SEO and social media marketing.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Social Network

                           
                        

                        We make interactive social media apps that help businesses reach their customers and get them interested enough to start a conversation.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Retail

                           
                        

                        We offer business-oriented software solutions to the retail industry to maximize your revenue, minimize expenses, and improve user engagement.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Real State

                           
                        

                        We are a technology company that modernizes the real estate industry with solutions to streamline real estate processes while reducing business costs.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Logistics

                           
                        

                        We are a team of professionals specializing in designing, developing, integrating, and maintaining world-class logistics & transport systems.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Telecom

                           
                        

                        Our industry-specific software solution lets customers track and monitor their assets in real time.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Media

                           
                        

                        We've been serving the media & entertainment industry for over a decade. Our expertise in media apps and subscription management platforms allows companies to streamline operations, consolidate infrastructure and reduce costs.

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              
                           

                           Construction

                           
                        

                        Whether a construction site or a residential complex, you must ensure everything is going in order. We develop construction apps for various sectors and help keep the client aware of all that's happening with their project.
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                     Preventing Data Breaches: Best Practices
                  

                  
                     dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
                     incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam,
                     quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea
                     commodo consequat.
                  

                  21, DEC, 2019
                  
                     Explore 
                  

               

            

            
               
                  
                     Work with a Cybersecurity Specialist

                     21, DEC, 2019
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                     Work with a Cybersecurity Specialist
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                     Work with a Cybersecurity Specialist
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                  Testimonials

               

               
                  
                     WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT STACKMINDZ.

                     Over 1200+ Satisfied Clients and Growing

                      Our pride as a leading top mobile app development firm is based on the positive feedback we've received from our satisfied clients.
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                                    Stackmindz is working best in providing 100% satisfaction
                                       to its clients. I was referred by a friend of mine, and
                                       they solved all my mobile app development related queries
                                       and challenges..
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                                          Alex bendon

                                          

                                          
                                       

                                    

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                        
                           
                              
                                 
                                    With Stackmindz, I get to know a lot about the latest
                                       technology that is needed to enhance the digital
                                       activities in my enterprise. They have also provided me
                                       the best web-based solutions. 
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                                          Michel

                                          

                                          
                                       

                                    

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                        
                           
                              
                                 
                                    I've worked with StackMindz for years, and I've always been impressed with the quality of their work. Their Team is very professional, and they have a way of listening to your needs and bringing your vision to life. They pay great attention to detail, are always willing to go above and beyond, and charge very reasonable rates. I highly recommend working with StackMindz.
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                                          Omar Polanco

                                          

                                          
                                       

                                    

                                 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                  

               

            

         

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
         
             Our Achievement Documentation
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                           Custom Erp Development
                        

                        
                           Logistic Erp Development
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                           Career
                        

                        
                           Explore Career Opportunities
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                           Case Study
                        

                        
                           Innovative Mobile and Web
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                           IT Consulting
                        

                        
                           TECHNOLOGY
                        

                     

                  

               

            

         

      
      
      
    
        
                
                    
                        Enquiry

                    

                    
                         Let's make something beautiful together 

                    

                

            
           

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                      

                                                     SALES
                                                        

                                                        +91-9911088339
                                                    


                                                

                                            
                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                      

                                                     WHATSAPP
                                                        

                                                        +91-9911088339
                                                    


                                                

                                            
                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                      

                                                     HANGOUTS
                                                        

                                                        hr@stackmindz.com
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